
Height & Width Adjustable Toilet Frame – 90438

Use of the Product 

This product has been designed to provide support in toileting to users who require help in standing or sitting. 
The frame is made from a rigid double strut steel tube that locates around the toilet. This item is designed to be 
increased or decreased in both height & width. There are moulded plastic arms attached to provide a 
comfortable grip and easy cleaning. 

Adjusting Height 

The height of the frame can be adjusted by removing the e-clips on each of the legs & lifting (Or lowering) the 
frame to the desired height. Once the desired height has been achieved, replace the tube clips in the nearest 
hole in both tubes locking the frame in position. Ensure all e-clips are fully inserted through both tubes. 

Adjusting Width 

The width of the frame can be adjusted by removing the e-clip on the top centre tube of the frame & pulling or 
pushing the sides to the desired width. Once the desired width has been achieved, replace the tube clip in the 
nearest hole in the top tubes locking the frame in position. Ensure the e-clip is fully inserted through both 
tubes. 

Cleaning 

Use a non-abrasive mild detergent along with warm water & a soft cloth to clean the crutch. Rinse with clean 
warm water & a soft dry cloth. DO NOT use any form abrasive cleaner, cloth or sponge with this product as this 
could cause damage to the product. This product is suitable for thermal decontamination in an automated 
washing machine. 
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Product Specification 

Maximum height 795 mm 

Minimum Height 645 mm 

Maximum Width 749 mm 

Minimum Width 624mm 

Depth 450 - 455mm 

Width Between Arms 490 - 655 mm 

Weight 3Kg 

Maximum User Weight 190kg (29st) 
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